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Resumo : Este artigo descreve uma tecnica de comunica
baseada empulsos de lasers ca6ticos. Urn sinal portador
de informa~iio e camuflado por pulsos portadores ca6ticos, e
recuperados atraves de sincroniza~iio ca6tica em urn receptor
ca6tico. Dois circuitos anal6gicos, representando lasers ca6
ticos de C02, simulam 0 sistema. A pulsa~ao ca6tica do pri
meiro sistema e modulada e transmitida ao segundo sistema,
o qual atua como receptor e demodula 0 sinal por sincroni
za~iio. Series temporais fornecem 0 espectro de potencia e
mapas da se~iio de Poincare do sinal transmitido. Verificam
se a aparente ausencia da modula~iio e a natureza camuflada
das mensagens enviadas.
Abstract:This paper describes communication with
chaotic laser pulses. An information bearing signal is
masked within the chaotic carrier pulses and recovered via
chaos synchronization in a chaotic receiver. Two analog
circuits, representing chaotic CO 2 lasers, simulate the
system. The chaotic pulsation from the first circuit was
modulated and transmitted to the second one which behaved
like a receptor, demodulating the chaotic signal through
synchronism. Temporal series give power spectrum and
return maps from Poincare section of transmitted signal. In
these no trace of modulation is observable, which verifies the
masked nature of the sent messages.
Keywords: Chaotic lasers, synchronization of chaos,
chaotic communication.
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be controlled by small perturbation [6]. The first technique
uses the singular, and not fully understood, characteristics of
synchronization between chaotic systems and is applicable in
secure communication analogous to spread spectrum commu
nication [7].

Synchronized chaotic systems communication is repre
sented in Fig. ?? The chaotic transmitter is a chaotic non
linear generator whose signal contains the complex structure
of the chaotic attractor. One way of message masking is to
add the message signal to the chaotic carrier signal at the
transmitter, producing an overall chaotic signal, as shown in
Fig. lao At the receiver a second nonlinear system, sensi
tive to synchronization, extracts the message masked within
the chaotic time series of the transmitter. Another procedure,
named Chaos Shift Keying or CSK [8] is based on modulata
tion of one parameter ( digital modulation) of the nonlinear
transmitter, schematized in Fig. 1b. Appropriately choosing
two values of the parameter, the transmitter chaotic output
contains a binary encoding that will be demodulated by the
nonlinear receiver, set to go in and out of synchronism, pro
ducing an error signal which after suitable filtering recover
the modulation message [2], [8]. For an eavesdropper, with
out an appropriate synchronizing receiver, a chaotic time se
ries would be picked up, but the message will remain buried
in the chaos.

INTRODUCTION

Breaking masked messages transmitted within a chaotic
signal, without a synchronizing receiver, is only possible
when certain redundancies, contained in the chaotic time se
ries, are violated. For a system involving low dimensional
chaotic attractors, having unidimensional Poincare section
and single branch 1-D return map, this message breaking
was numerically demonstrated using Lorenz equations [9].
In general, a precise set of theoretical limiting conditions for
secure transmission with chaotic signals and synchronizing
receivers is not yet established. Therefore the study of exper
imental transmission and the simulation of concrete models
associated to real laser systems is relevant. Here we present
the results of analog circuit simulation of CSK communica
tion between two CO 2 lasers with saturable absorber. A letter
presentation of the main results has been published in [10].
Power spectrum, Poincare section, first return maps and time
return map of the masked chaotic signal were tested and no
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breaking of the modulation message was possible. The cir
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absorber, whose chaos is fairly well understood [11].

Within this decade completely new techniques of communi
cation exploiting
the properties of classical chaotic systems have been pro
posed and are under development [1]-[3]. Chaotic commu
nication has a large potential for transmitting information in
useful way and, for the first time, the GLOBECOM Confer
ence 1998, reserves a section only for this subject [4]. Various
concrete advantages have been theoretically studied but much
of the work is at feasibility stage and no commercial imple
mentation of chaos based communication links exists to date.
The two main techniques applying chaos to communica
tions are: synchronized chaotic systems communication [2]
and communicating with chaos [3]. This second technique is
based on the information theoretic formalism of chaos [5] and
takes advantage of the fact that chaotic dynamical system can
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Figure 1: Chaotic communication systems with masked sig
nal. a) The information message m(t) is added to the chaotic
carrier x(t) producing an overall chaotic signal s(t). The trans
mitted message is recovered subtracting the chaotic carrier
from the corresponding variable at the receiver. b) A digital
message d( t) modulates a parameter in the chaotic transmitter.
At the receiver the error signal e(t) is filtered in the detection
block to recover the message.

2.

THE CHAOTIC CO 2 LASERS
AND THEIR SYNCHRONIZA
TION

The circuits were set up to simulate real CO 2 lasers with an
intra cavity saturable absorber cell.
The chaotic pulsation of single mode CO 2 laser with an
intra cavity saturable absorber (LSA) has been extensively
studied [11]. Synchronization of chaotic CO 2 lasers has been
demonstrated [12], [13]. The circuit implementation given
here corresponds to two such lasers in a master-slave coupling
configuration. With a low threshold to bifurcate into periodic
and chaotic pulsations, associated to passive Q-switching,
this laser has been a test system to verify general properties
of nonlinear dynamical systems [11].
The models introduced to describe the LSA use the rate
equations approximation for homogeneously broadened gain
and absorbing media.
The light intensity is therefore used as a dynamical variable
along with the population differences of the material media
inside the cavity. The dynamics of the laser in single mode
operation is independent of space variables. Accordingly, the
mean intensity I(t), the mean gain medium population inver
sion U(t), the ground state population depletion of the gain
medium, W(t), and the mean population difference of the
absorber U(t), are the four independent variables describing
this laser [11].
The coupling of two such lasers is also described by rate
equations without optical frequency locking phenomena [12].
In a master-slave configuration the two coupled lasers are de
scribed by eight equations [11], [12]:
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(3)

(6)

(7)
(8)

The indices T and R stand for transmitter (master) and re
ceiver (slave), respectively. The parameters in the equations
are the normalized relaxation rates, saturation coefficients,
and pumping rates in the absorber and amplifiers. Detailed
explanation of these dimensionless coefficients and the phys
ical behaviour contained in the above equations for a single
laser are given in Ref. [11], Two relevant parameters are
C, the coupling coefficient, and AT the emitter laser pumping
rate. It was this rate that was modulated in the communication
scheme. A block diagram corresponding to this implementa
tion is shown in Fig. n. The term d(t) is the digital message,
to be transmitted, which modulates the parameter AT in Eq.
(3), making it assumes two different discrete levels.

IT
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Figure 2: Block diagram of laser communication system. Tx
stands for transmitter, and Rx for receiver.
This block diagram should be contrasted with Fig. n.
Here the synchronization is obtained adding a fraction of the
transmitted signal, Jr, to the receiver according Eq. (8). Pre
vious schemes use substitution of variables [2], [8].
The numerical solutions of Eqs. (1)-(4) give rise to pe
riodic and chaotic Q-switching pulsations, with most of the
dynamical characteristics observed experimentally [11]. The
laser pulses show cascades of period doubling and tangent
bifurcations to type I intermittence chaos as the system ap
proaches homoclinic tangency to an unstable periodic cycle.
Near the homoclinic tangency the chaotic pulses have a com
plex structure (Shil'nikov type) consisting of a big spike and
a variable number of undulations corresponding to the trajec
tories spiraling around the unstable limit cycle [11].
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The return maps [14] reconstructed from this chaotic be
havior is I-D but with a multibranched structure that accu
mulates to an infinity number as one approaches the homo
clinic tangency [ll]. This was the region of chaos chosen to
generate the modulated signal, as described further.

3.

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

The circuit implementation of equations (1)-(4) is shown in
Fig. 3. The operational amplifiers were LF351 and the asso
ciated sub-circuits perform the addition, subtraction and in
tegration operations. The X multipliers had a combination
of an analog multiplier AD734BQ with an operational ampli
fier, and they implement the nonlinear terms of equation. The
operational amplifiers associated with R 32 and R 33 work as
voltage buffers. If standard node analysis techniques are ap
plied to the circuit given in Fig. 3 a set of equations result
which govern the dynamical behaviour of the circuit. So we
had

Figure 3: Electronic circuit corresponding to laser equations
transmitter.
Eq. (8), and the coupling parameter c which can be adjusted
by setting the resistor R 39 in the circuit.

j

u

From these equations result that the time scale can be ad
justed replacing the values of the four capacitors C I , C 2 , C 3
and C4 by a common factor. Furthermore, the parameters E,
f, A, A, a e b can be independently adjusted by setting the
Figure 4: Electronic circuit corresponding to laser equations
respective resistors R I4 and R 22 , R31, R32, R 33 , R23, and receiver. Input from the transmitter is represented on the right
R 15 . For example, the voltage corresponding to values of A top of the circuit.
and A could be obtained straightforward adjusting the voltage
across R 32 and R33, respectively. These and others circuits
elements were set as: R I , R 2 , R 3 , R 4 , R 15 , R 25 , R 26 , R 27 ,
R 28 = 100KO; R 5 , ~, R 29 , R30 = 4.17KO; R8, R9, 4.
COMMUNICATION
RIO, R ll , R 16 , R 17 , R 18, R I 9 = 200KO; R 12 , R 13 , R 20 ,
R 21 = 7.68KO; R 14 , R 22 = 11.7KO; R 23 = 1l0Kf2; The output voltage of the transmitter circuit, corresponding
R 24 = 34.8KO; R 31 = 3.48KO; R32, R 33 = lKO; R 34 , to the variable I(t) was the transmitted signal. The receiver
R 35 , R 36 , R 37 , R 38 = 10Kf2; R 39 = 100KO; C I , C 2 , C3, circuit was fed by approximately 9% of the transmitter signal
C 4 = 1000pF. Using these values the resulting parameters (c = 0.09 in Eq. (8)). It had a Q switching pulsation going
were E = 0.137, f = 1.2, A = 1.4 to 2.1, A = 2.16, a = 4.17 in and out of partial synchronism [12] according to the mod
and b = 0.85, and the set of equations (9) are equivalent to ulation of the transmitter system. To study the properties of
(1)-(4) after rescaling time by factor of 23990.
the link, transmitter and receiver signals were simultaneously
It is important to remind that careful offset adjustments had acquired with 12 bits AID converters. The modulation bits
be done to all operational amplifiers, or else intolerable errors were also registered during data acquisition, providing com
would appear in the equations.
plete monitoring of the simulation process, as shown in Figs.
The receiver circuit is very similar to the transmitter one, 5 and 6.
as it is given in Fig. 4. The difference is the inclusion of one
The typical pulses of the transmitter circuit, are shown in
more X multiplier and two other operational amplifier and Fig. Sb. They reproduce the numerical solution of Eqs. (1)
resistors to allow IT to be injected in the receiver according to (4) which by its turn describe the dynamics of the real CO 2
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cuits. In the system analysis, the data acquisition rate was
lOOK H z, corresponding to 66 points per small cycle.
Figure 6 shows long series of the chaotic transmitted signal
and the associated receiver behaviour.
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Figure 5: Segments of a) the digital modulation message, b)
the transmitter output pulses and c) the receiver pulses, for
the two circuits representing chaotic lasers. The modulation
of the transmitter gain parameter creates the conditions of bit
zero, when the receiver circuit no synchronizes, and of bit one
when it synchronizes, with the incoming pulses.
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Figure 6: Long segments of a) the digital modulation mes
sage, b) the modulated transmitter signal and c) the receiver
signal showing the on-off synchronization detection.

lasers.
To describe the nonlinear dynamics, the notation used in
Even without performing a systematic study we have veri
[11] is followed here. A pin) regime corresponds to a peri fied that for the masked communication scheme to work only
odic Q-switching pulsation with a spike pulse followed by n partial synchronization was necessary. The big spikes of the
undulations. e(") is an intermittent chaotic regime appearing receiver pulses, associated to the reinjection portion of the
between p( II) and p(" + 1) regimes where the system hesitates chaotic trajectory, did synchronize with the emitter pulses for
with pulses having n+ 1, n, n -1, etc, undulations. The depth the modulation at bit 1 while no synchronization existed when
of modulation used in the pump coefficient AT was 0.4% and the modulation was slightly shifted (bit 0). An electronic sig
the pulses were always near the e(g) region. Naturally, we nal envelope detector made no error extracting the modulation
could not determine a single e(Il) region for each modulation message from long sequences, from I R, as indicated in Figs.
bit for if this were the case the masking would be easily bro ?? and 6c. To this moment we have no physical explanation
ken. This small depth of modulation must be contrasted to for the cause of such sensitivity of the receiver system to the
the one used in previous works with the Lorenz circuits and reinjection pulses in the specific case of the rate equations of
equations [2] that had 10% modulation and therefore could coupled Q-switching e0 2 lasers.
be broken [9].
The power spectrum of the transmitted signals were typical
To synchronize the receiver laser circuit it was necessary of a broadband chaotic source and no distinction could be
to set its parameters equal to those of the transmitter, except made between series with bit 1 or 0, as seen in Fig. 7.
for A and A, which were set by trial procedure.
To further verify the masking, time series of segments with
The values of parameters used to give Figs. 5 and 6 were pure bit 0 and pure bit 1 were also used to reconstruct the
established by a manual tuning of the circuits. The receiver phase space of the transmitter with time delayed variables
parameters were: ER = 0.137, ER = 1.60, A R = 2.040, [11].
The highly dissipative chaos permits a three dimensional
A R = 2.51, aR = 4.17, bR = 0.85 and c = 0.09. The
space
reconstruction, with elimination of the U T variable.
transmitter was set with ET = 0.137, Er = 1.60, AT = 2.97,
From
these reconstructed attractors the Poincare sections
aT = 4.17, bT = 0.85 and the pump modulation for bit zero
A TO = 2.532 and for bit one An = 2.541. The tempo shown in Fig. 8 were extracted. The sections appear approx
ral duration of the modulation bits was 100 rnsec which cor imately as line segments [11]. The relevant aspect is that no
responds to approximately 150 periods of the unstable limit distinction appear for the location of the Poincare sections
cycle that organized the chaotic trajectories of the two cir with respect to the modulation condition. At the same time
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Figure 8: Poincare section of the reconstructed attractors
when the transmitter laser is modulated and transmitting as
in Fig. 6. No distinction is possible between bits 0 and 1.

Figure 7: Power spectrum corresponding to three bitO and
three bit] of transmitted signal. No significant difference is
detected.

lasers remain to be done [16]. The synchronization and non
synchronization between C02 lasers has no precise expla
nation and is an active research subject [17] that can be ex
the synchronizing receiver was clearly detecting the signal ploited by electronic simulation.
message. Similar to the Poincare sections, indistinguishable
The circuits, as analog computers in which one can easily
results occur for the first return maps and the time return maps change parameters, might also be used to test other recently
constructed from the modulated signal data, as it is shown proposed schemes of control of chaos [18] and synchroniza
in Fig. 9. The return maps should appear with the points tion of chaotic systems (19], [20]. The same equations and
on eight line segments belonging to the I-D map of a C(9) circuits presented here have also been used to study the gram
chaotic regime [11]. Instead, broad distributions appear, with mar of the chaotic source and to the proposal of compatible
a significant spread due to the short number of reinjection coding for pulse sequences of this laser to make them useful
pulses occurred during parameter modulation which disable as optimized information channel [21].
a good construction of these maps. The branches for different
values of the modulation parameter are badly formed, pre
venting the distinction between modulation bits.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

5.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion we have demonstrated, with analog circuits im
plementing the rate equations, that lasers with saturable ab
sorber can be used for masked communication using a mod
ulated chaotic signal and a synchronizing receiver. The na
ture of the chaotic attractor (ofthe Shil'nikov type here) may
keep the signal masked because the signature of change in the
modulated chaotic series, given by changes on the I-D return
maps, could not be resolved with multibranched maps typical
of homoclinic chaos. The small depth of the modulation pa
rameter and short number of reinjection pulses make difficult
the extracting messages by an eavesdropper, while preserving
a good synchronization sensibility.
Detailed studies of the noise dependence [15] and the re
lation with other communication schemes using non-chaotic
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